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Baseline for Exchange Rate - Risks of an International Reinsurer
Niklaus Buehlmann, StCphane Junod and Hans-Fred0 List

Abstract

In the insurance or reinsurance business it is a natural question to ask which asset
structures in terms of currency exposure imply the lowest risk to overall
shareholder-value.
The paper starts with the analogy in the classical banking business and then
considers the stochastic asset-liability, and currency structures of an international
(re-)insurer. A first approach to the general solution is presentedby using a simple
Monte Carlo model. A more sophisticated approach is then presented within the
framework of stochastic control theory. An instructive example gives a rule of
thumb for simple cases. Some ideas for generalizations close the article.

Pour une so&e d’assurance ou de r6assurance il est nature1 de ce poser la
question: quelle structure des actifs en regard du risque de taux de change doit une
companie d ‘assurance ou de r6assuranceavoir afin de minimizer le risque global
pour 1‘astionnaire final.
Cet article commencepar une comparaison avec le secteur bancaire, puis considere
l’aspect stochastic de l’actif et du passif d’une soci&C internationale de
reassurance. Une premiere solution est prtsentte utilisant la mtthode des
simulations de Monte Carlo. Puis une approche plus sophistiqu& reposant sur la
th6orie du control optimal est prt%ent&. Un exemple ainsi que des idles
d ‘extension concluent 1‘article.
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1. Introduction
More and more institutional investors are beginning to measure their asset-risks. A very
popular method to do this is the Value at Risk approach (VaR) which is described in
Risk Metrics- Technical Document of J.P. Morgan [ 11. This approach is widely used in
banking business, where risky positions on the asset-side are considered together with
liabilities. If in this case the liability exposure in a given currency is matched by assets
of the same order in the same currency, VaR assumes that there is no currency-risk in
this currency. A similar argument is used in the case of interest rate risks, when the
duration of the (deterministic) liabilities equals the duration of the assets. In the present
paper we describe the general problem. We then study how to combine an exchange rate
risk exposure due to stochastic liabilities with the VaR concept on the asset side. The
latter case is important if the VaR method is applied to the assets of a (re-)insurance
company.
In this case the following question arises: which is the zero-line for currency - asset risk-measurement ? As the structure of the liabilities in the (re-)insurance case is more
stochastic than in the banking case, things become more complicated: a priori there is no
simple rule for currency matching because the reserves have to be bigger than in the
classical banking business in order to reduce the probability of ruin. Should the reserves
be invested in the individual currencies according to the expected claims in each country
or should higher quantiles be the basis for this splitting ? To decide this question more
sophisticated methods have to be applied to solve the problem

of which relative

amounts of the total value of the reserves have to be invested in which currency in
order to minimize

the volatility

structure of assets, liabilities

of the shareholder-value,

given the stochastic

and exchange-rates.

This relative distribution of total assets to the corresponding currencies can serve as the
basis for risk-measurement on the currency side. We call this problem (more precise
definition following) the currency-baseline-problem
The currency-baseline-problem
asset-liability-management

of an international

(re-)insurer.

is therefore imbedded in the more general problem of

(ALM) of such companies.
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In the 5-th AFIR colloquium a paper of Am-Janssen [2] was published which treated
general ALM - problems on a very aggregated level for insurance companies. In this
paper, assets were modeled by one single diffusion process and liabilities by one single
mixed process, which is a product of a diffusion process and a compound Poisson
process.
We use this approach to model both assets, liabilities

and exchange-rates, but more

processes have to be used. As in each currency assets and liabilities have to be modeled
separately. In the simplest case of 2 currencies, 5 stochastic processes have to be
modeled: 2 asset-processes, 2 liability-processes

and 1 exchange rate process. As this

complicates the situation, at first we do not try to solve the problem analytically, but use
a numerical method: Monte Carlo simulation. The general solution and corresponding
stochastic control algorithms are then developed in the second part of the paper. The
first method is demonstrated in an instructive, simple example which illuminates

the

differences to the classical banking approach and suggests a rule of thumb for the
currency-baseline which has still to be tested with more examples.
In the baseline problem the riskiest factor of international invested assets that influence
both the asset and the liability side is considered: the exposure to exchange rates. In a
future paper we will try to model the more general case of ALM with similar methods in
order to define also a baseline for the interest rate risks.
2. Currency - Duration - Matching in Classical Banking Business
The problem of reducing risks by immunization in classical banking business has a long
tradition, The first contribution to this problem was made by Macaulay 1938 [3], where
the concept of duration was defined. This definition got forgotten but in 1952 the british
actuary F.M. Redington used similar methods in life insurance problems [4]. An
elementary introduction into the principles of managing the interest rate risks is given in
[5]. In order to be able to formulate the general problem of the application of VaR in the
context of banking business with a given structure of liabilities
classical first order quantity “duration”
interest rate risk [7].

we introduce the

which explains the overwhelming

part of the
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The classical Duration of Macaulay for a straight bond is defined as follows:

where y is the yield to maturity, cr an individual payment (coupon or final payment) at
time t and P the price of the bond. Duration is a linear quantity in the sense that it can
be extended to a whole portfolio as a weighted sum of the durations of the individual
bonds of the portfolio, if the yields are the same for all bonds in the portfolio. The last
assumption corresponds to the simple scenario, where interest rates movements in one
currency are modeled by a small parallelshift of flat interest rate curves.
It is easy to derive the following relationship, which is the basis for classical first order
immunization procedures:
dP
-=-Ddy
P

l+Y

As deterministic liabilities can be considered as a bondportfolio whose payments have
negative signs, the last equation leads to a simple immunization principle for classical
banking business:
1. Currency hedging:
Invest the sum of the present values of all liabilities

in a currency in this

currency
2. Interest rate hedging:
Choose the investments in such a way, that the duration of the assets in each
currency is the same as the duration of the liabilities in this currency.
Principle (2) can be extended by introducing the second order moments (convexity or
dispersion) in the case of interest rate hedging. As the scenario of parallelshifts of flat
interest rates is too simple in many cases, modem theories however use stochastic
interest rate models with various assumptions for the stochastic processes.
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Principle (1) seems to be quite natural, as no theory is used for it. However we will see
in our example, that it has to be modified in the case of stochastic liabilities,
3. Abstract Modeling of the (Re-)Insurance

Business and of the Assets

We use a similar framework as described in the generalized Janssen’s model [2].
On a filtered complete probability space (R,F,(F&,,,,,, P) satisfying the usual conditions,
stochastic processes for three types of values are considered:
{Alk’,t > 0)

asset processes in currency k

(k = I,...,m)

{ L(:‘, t > 0)

liability processes in currency k

{Elk’, t > 0)

processes for the exchange rate of the amount of the

(k = l,..,m)

accounting currency 1 for one unit of foreign currency k

(k = 2,...,m)

It is very important to be aware of the asymmetry in the definitions above: not all
currencies are equally important, because the shareholder value will be expressed in the
accounting currency. This asymmetry will produce some very important consequences
in the solution of the currency baseline problem, as will be shown in the example at the
end.
As in the generalized Janssen’s model we assume that the asset process is an mdimensional Brownian

motion defined by a trend vector and a variance-covariance

matrix Q, describing the values of the assets in the local currencies. For the exchange
rates we assume that they are described by m-l

one dimensional Brownian motions

describing the exchange rate dynamics of the local currencies with respect to the
accounting currency 1.
The liability processes are modeled by m combined processes each of which is a product
of a Brownian motion and a compound Poisson process. In contrast to the generalized
Janssen’s model however, we do not require an explicitly given correlation between the
assets and the liabilities in a local currency, because we have an implicit

correlation

between these two quantities in the accounting currency, as both assets and liabilities in
a local currency are multiplied by the same exchange rate.
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As described in [2] the asset process (and the exchange rate processes) can be written
(omitting the index k) in the following way:
A, =A,exp[(p.

-0:

/2)t+a,W,““]

(3.1)

The liability process is given by:
L, = L,exp

[(u, -0:

/2)t+c~,W,‘~‘]S,

(3.2)

where W, is a standard Brownian motion and S, is a compound Poisson process which
can be interpreted as catastrophes on the liability side:

with N = (N,, t > 0) being a Poisson process of parameter h and Y, being i.i.d. random
variables.
Given the asset, liability

and exchange rate processes in the above formulas, it is

possible to calculate numerical solutions for the currency baseline problem either by
Monte Carlo simulations or by stochastic control algorithms. Both procedures shall be
described in the following.
4. The Monte Carlo Approach
4.1 Simulation

of random numbers of a prescribed distribution

The basis for a Monte Carlo simulation is the availability

of good random number

generators in most programming languages that produce real random numbers in the
unit interval.

These random numbers can easily be transformed into arbitrarily

distributed random numbers by some principles [6]. One such principle to get one
dimensionally
cumulative

distributed

distribution

random numbers which are distributed

function

F, is to transform the uniformly

random numbers u by the inverse F-‘(u)
distributed according to F.

according to a
[O,l]-distributed

of the F. It is shown in [6] that F-‘(u)

is
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Algorithms for the simulation of random numbers which are distributed according to a
compound Poisson distribution or according to a multivariate normal distribution are
also given in [6]. All the elements for a simulation of the processes given by the
formulas (3.1) and (3.2) of chapter 3 are therefore available.
4.2 The description

of the model

The formulas (3.1) and (3.2) define the probability distributions of assets and liabilities
after a time horizon oft periods and enable us to simulate the corresponding random
variables with Monte Carlo techniques.
Assets and liabilities

are thought to be in m currencies. Let k=l be the accounting

currency and (A, (k), k = 1,2 ,. , m} be the set of asset processes defined by (3.1) in these
currencies and {L,(” , k = I ,2 , , m} be the corresponding set of claims to be paid after t
time periods.
The exchange rates Ei”’

= currency l/currency

k are also modeled as diffusion

processes (as the assets): omitting the indices we have:
E, = E,exp[(p,

-o’,

/2)t+o,W:E’]

(4.1)

We limit ourselves to a one period model and consider therefore the set of settled claims
and not the set of claims occurred during that period.
We think {pk, k = l,...,m}

as a given vector of percentages of the reserves which are

invested at time t = 0 in currencies k = 1,2,...,m.
Let V, be the total initial reserves in the accounting currency at the beginning. We
have:
V, = Ab” +Af’Eb2)+...+Abm’Ebm’

(4.2)

Without considering interest payments and premiums during the period which influence
the volatility

of the reserves in the case of our currency study only in a second order

way, the reserves at time t= 1 can be written as:
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V, = A;” - L:” + (A;*’ - L’:‘)E;2’+...+(A;m) - L’;“‘)E\“’

(4.3)

We define now the standarddeviation of the final reservesV,. as a function of
P,9P2*...*Pm
SW’,)

= F(P,,...,P,)

The value of F for a given vector {pk,k = l,..., m} can be calculated by a sufficiently
big number of Monte Carlo simulations. The last step of the model consists in
calculating the minimum

of F by applying a standardnon-linear optimisation procedure.
We say that P defines the currency baseline.

The currency baseline defines the distribution of the initial reservesin the currencies in
such a way that the standarddeviation of the final reservesin the accounting currency is
a minimum
It is therefore the stochastic analogy for the insurance environment to the deterministic
currency matching in the classical banking business.The input for the exchange rate
exposure

to the VaR-model

in the (re-)insurance

environment

should therefore

consist of the deviations to the currency baseline. This guaranteesthat the currency

hedging effects produced by the international (re-)insurance business are integrated in
the VaR-model as in the deterministic case of the classical banking business in a
consistent way.
5. The General Approach

Within the Framework

of Stochastic Control Theory

General Asset/Liabilitv Management. In generalization of the above, we now consider
the problem of effectively managing a multi-currency portfolio of assets(e.g., cash,
bonds, stocks, futures and options) and liabilities (e.g., life and non-life (re-)insurance
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contracts) over some extended period [O,H] of time. We call H the associated ALM
horizon. For 2 I i I m , let E,(t) denote the exchange rate at time t of foreign currency
i (i = 1 is the index of the domestic or accounting currency). Furthermore,
l<j<nA

and lljln:,

respectively, let A,(t)

for

denote the market value at time t of

asset j available in currency i and, similarly, let L,,(t) denote the cost at time t
associated with liability j in currency i If now
v:(t) =(v~(t),..,v~(t),..,v~:(t))

and v)(t) =(vF;(t),...v:(t),..,v~:(t))

are the currency i asset and liability portfolio positions at time t , respectively, and
v”(t)=(v;(t)

,.., v;(t) ,.., v;(t))

and v”(t)=(v,L(t)

,.., v)(t) ,.., v;(t))

the corresponding total foreign currency asset and liability positions, then the value at
time

t , denominated

in the domestic

currency,

of the entire

multi-currency

asset/liability portfolio is
V,‘(t) =[v:(t)TA,(t)-

v:(t)TL,(t)]+&:(t)TA,(t)
I=*

[where the initial value is VJ(O)=v,

(5.1)

-vF(t)TLi(t)b,(t)

v(t) =(v~(t),vA(t),v~(t),vL(t))

is the total

asset/liability portfolio at time t and
A,(t) =(A,,(t),..,A,,(t),..,A,“:(t))

and L,(t)=(L,,(t),..,Li,(t),..,L,“~(t))

holds for the components of the two vectors A(t) = (A,(t),A,(t),..,A,(t))
and L(t) = (L,(t),L,(t),..,L,(t))

of assets

of liabilities, respectively]. At this stage of the ALM

modeling process, we introduce a general Markov jump diffusion state variable
x(t) =(X(t),V;(t)
in which the component
asset/liability

)...)

X(t) = (A(t), L(t), E(t),. .) represents the multi-currency

market [and E(t) = (E,(t),..,E,(t))].

characterization

(5.2)

For a detailed justification

of this modeling assumption within the microeconomic

and

theory of
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asset/liability

markets, see references [8.8] to [8.18]. References [8.19] to [8.25] provide

the necessary mathematical background information.
Jump Diffusion
asset/liability

Market Variable.

market X(t)

The uncontrolled

RCLL

state dynamics of the

in our stochastic control model for optimal multi-currency

asset/liability management are then determined by the differential equation
dX(t) = B(t,X(t))dt

+ C(t,X(t))dW(t)

J(t) = 6 iw D(s,X(s-),y)N(dsdy)

+ dJ(t)

= xD(t.>X(t,-),y,)
1.51

(5.3)

where the coefficients B(t,X) eRM and C(t,X) E RMxN of the diffusion part satisfy the
usual conditions that guarantee a corresponding unique strong solution with bounded
absolute moments, The additional (Poisson) jump process J(t) is characterized by the
bounded and measurable parameter D(t, X,y) E RM which is continuous in time t and
state X and a Poisson random measure N(dtdy) with intensity
E[N(dtdy)] = hdtl-l(dy)
on the Bore1 o-algebra

B([O,m) x R”)

TI(dy) on the Bore1 sets B(R”)

[ w here the associated probability

has compact support l-c R”].

measure

It therefore has the

continuous jump rate

h(t,X)=h1yDct.x.y,*o)
Wdy)
and the corresponding continuous (in time t and state X ) jump distribution

Under these assumptions, the above stochastic evolution equation for the market state
variable has a unique strong solution X(t) (with at most finitely many jumps in the time
interval

[O,H]

representing the relevant ALM

X(0) = X Furthermore, the Ito formula

horizon) for each initial

condition
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f(L x(t)) = w, X(O)) +

6[Afl(s, Ws)W+
6 F’,fTCl(s,WWW4

with the associated integro-differential

1

+ Jf(t)

(5.4)

1

operator

[$+13’V,f+itr(CCTV$f)](t,X)+

[Afl(LX) =

(5.5)

h(t,X)~[f(t,X+~)-f(t.X)ln(t,X,dy)
and the martingale

ps>

X(s))- f(s, W-)11 -

JAt) =

(5.6)

~WW~[ @X(s)
holds for C’.2 functionals f(t,X)

+Y)

- f(s,x(s))lri(s,x(s),dy)]ds

of the jump diffusion market state variable X(t)

5.1 Digression: General Asset Management

for Banks

Before proceeding with the analysis of our general asset/liability management model for
a large, internationally operating (re-)insurance company, we shall briefly examine the
special case where the state dynamics of the asset market
(5.7)

X(t) = (A(t),E(t),...)

have continuous sample paths, i.e., the general asset or investment management problem
of a bank. Its solutions are called risk arbitrage strategies (for more details, see
references [8.26] and [8.27]; in the sequel, we shall briefly summarize some of the
results presented in [8.27] using the same notation). Intuitively, risk arbitrage strategies
are trading or portfolio management strategies in the securities and derivatives markets
that guarantee (with probability one) a limited risk exposure over the entire investment
horizon [0, H] and at the same time achieve a maximum (with guaranteed floor) rate of
portfolio

value appreciation over each individual

trading period. They ensure an

efficient allocation of investment risk in these international financial markets and can
further

be characterized

maximization problem

as the solutions

of the constrained

expected

utility
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max E[ r Uc(t,c(t))dt+UV(V~e(H))]
(WtA(v)

(5.8)

E[fkOcOW +dWY?W)I 5 v
[where U”(t,c(t))

is the utility of intertemporal fund consumption and UV(Vze(H))

the

utility of final wealth] with drawdown control
D(t)Vz“(t)
[M:(t)

= rn~D(s)V:~(s)

> aMte(t),

01 t 5 H

1, limited risk arbitrage objectives

Iv(t)TA(t)i I s(t),

0 2 t 5 H (instantaneous investment risk)

Iv(t)TT(t)i I r(t),

0 I t I H (future portfolio risk dynamics)

v(t)T@(t) 2 g(t),

0 I t 5 H (portfolio time decay dynamics)

v( t)T A( t) 2 h(t) , 0 I t 2 H

(portfolio value appreciation dynamics)

[ f3(t) = I x (t ) v( t) ] and additional inequality and equality constraints
g(t,X(t),D(t),S(t),v(t))

10, 01t5

h(t,X(t),D(t),S(t),v(t))=O,

H

O<t<H

(e.g., market frictions, etc.) in a diffusion type securities and derivatives market
dX(t) = I,(t)[M(t)dt
dD(t) = -D(t)r(t)dt
M(t)-[::;;;]

Z(t)=[;?;

+ C(t)dW(t)]

d<(t) = -S(t)[r(t)dt
### ??]

+ A(t)TdW(t)]

Ix(t)=[“::”

(5.9)

1;; .pitj

with associated [expressed in terms of an underlying Markov risk exposure assessment
and control model (t,!?(t))]

instantaneous investment risk, future derivatives

dynamics, options time decay dynamics and asset value appreciation dynamics

risk
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[where A,(t) = V,X,(t,S(t))
(N x N-matrix),

is the delta (N-vector),

etc. of traded asset X,(t,S(t))

r,(t) = ViX,(t,S(t))

the gamma

in the market, 1I i I L , and the market

prices of risk associated with the exogenous sources W(t) of market uncertainty are
A(t) = C(t)TK(t)-‘[M(t)
K(t) = c(t)E(t)‘].

- r(t)lL]

If this financial

with

the

asset

price

economy is dynamically

covariance

matrix

complete, then (in a

Markovian framework) the value function
ph.

(t) = v;::;> (t) = vtt,xtt),ztt))

of the investor’s optimal or limited risk arbitrage (LRA) portfolio satisfies the linear
partial differential equation
~+ATVV+~tr(13BTV2V)-VV’Ba~9~

-VrUYv +I’(t,Z)=O

with boundary conditions V(O,X,Z) = v and V(H,X,Z)

v=

A=

[and a,(t)=

= I”(Z)

C(t)TK(t)m’[M,(t)-r,(t)l,],

r,(t) = r(t) +G(o(t)lKP)

(5.11)

where

a
ax,
a
4
a
az

=[vx
v,1

M,(t)=M(t)+o(t)+G(o(t)lKP)l,

and

holds]. The optimal trading strategy (risk arbitrage strategy)

itself is
eYr =[BC-‘lTVV

= I,V,V

-K-‘[MU%

-rm,. l,]ZV,V.

(5.12)

In the incomplete case, we have the quasi-linear partial differential equation
$! + ATVV + i tr(BBTV2V) - VV’B&y;.

- Vr,$ +Ic(t,Z)

=0

(5.13)
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with the boundary conditions

V(O,X,Y,Z)=v

and V(H,X,Y,Z)=I”(Z)

for the

portfolio value function
vy\

(t) = v$,

(t) = v(Lx(t),y(t),z(t))

where
X,M;‘”
X,M;‘”

XL&,
Y,b,,

y,fi;

.‘.
...

x,%4
Y,b,,

Yw,b,-,, ... Y,_,b,-,,
-zq”“.”
_, -Z&“,‘““‘”
[and o,(t)=

x(t)‘K(t)-‘[M,(t)-r,(t)l,],

r,(t) = r(t) +G(o(t)lKP)

M,(t)=

vx
v,
(1vz

v= :

M(t)+o(t)+G(o(t)lKP)l,

and

holds, and moreover

= bT-‘YvYv
Vi,’ _ ‘YTVYV
zv,v
zv,v

(5.14)

for the completion premium vjz E K(C), 61;I = a,?, + vc, , associated with the market
I
prices of risk a,,? E K’(C)].

The optimal LRA asset allocation (risk arbitrage strategy)

is similar to above
8,” =[BCTK-‘]TW=I,V,V-K~‘[Mol~

-r,,~lL]ZVLV.

(5.15)

All the notation used above is briefly described in the glossary of terms and symbols
below. For more details, especially on the two important concepts of “securities market
variation”
[ K(Z), K’(C),

[ KP>WdKPh

my,(t) 1

and

“securities

market

completion”

a, (t) ] that go well beyond the scope of this brief introduction, see

reference [8.27]. During the construction process that led to these optimal solutions of
the above stochastic control problem for strictly limited risk investments in (highly
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geared) derivative

financial products, several assumptions about an investor’s utility

functions U’(t,c)

and U”(V)

had to be made, especially
Vd2UV(V)

a’uc(t,c)
C-

R’(t,c) = -

ac2

auyt,c)

<l and R”(V)=-

ac
for the associated coefficients

of relative

dV2
dU”(V)
dV

risk aversion.

I1

(5.16)

In a general dynamic

programming framework, all these restrictions (beyond the standard differentiability

and

boundedness assumptions) on the investor’s overall risk management objectives can be
removed and furthermore efficient alternative numerical solution methods obtained (for
more details, see references [8.22] and [8.27]): We consider a discrete-time Markov
chain approximation
%(t)

(5.17)

(derived with the explicit finite difference method in a viscosity solution setting) with
one step transition probabilities

n:‘(x,xfSe,)=$

$(x,x+Se,

*Se,) =sc:I(t,x,u)

7q(x,x) = l-$$

[where c(t,x,u)

c,,(t,x,u)-&,(t,x,u)I+2Sa~(t,x,u)
k=O
krl
i

I-O

x:(x,x-Se,

*Se,) =$,(t,x,u)

c,,(t .x,u)-~~lc,,(,,x,u)~+Sla,(t,x,u)/

= b(t,x,u)b(t,x,u)

k-0
kil

1
1

(5.18)

T is the covariance matrix of the approximated

diffusion process x(t) E RL”, eO,..,eL is the standard basis in RL” and $(x,y)

=0

for all other grid points y on the associated lattice structure X, c RL” ] of the
controlled continuous-time state dynamics
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dx(t)=a(t,x(t),u(t))dt+b(t,x(t),u(t))dW(t)

X,WM,(t) x,(tE,,(t)..’
X,(tW,(t)

a(t) =

W)TWW - f(t)Ll
+V(t)r(t)-c(t)
[where

x(t) = (wt>,v(t))

a(t,x,u)

E RL”

1 u(t) = (c(t),@(t))

and b(t,x,u)

are the controls and the coefficients

E RCL+‘jrN satisfy the usual conditions that guarantee a

unique strong solution of the associated evolution equation with bounded absolute
moments].

The discrete-time Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman

(HJB) dynamic programming

equation is then
V,,(t.x) = z

1

(5.20)

CIr:“‘(x,y)V,(t+h,y)+hL(t,x,u(t))
[ Y%

with boundary condition V,,(H, x) = v(x)
L(t,x(t),u(t))

[where

= Uc(t,c(t))

and v(x(H))

= U”(V(H))

are the investor’s overall risk management objectives and A,
controls u(s) on the time interval [t,H]

is the set of all feasible

when the time t state is x] and an associated

optimal Markov control policy iih (t, x) maximizes the expression
C~:“‘(x,y)V,(t+h,y)+hl(t,x,u(t))
YE&
in A,

[backwards in time from H-h

(5.21)

to 01. Furthermore, we have the uniform

convergence

[where

J(t,x>u) = E,[~(s,x(s),u(s))ds+~(x(H))l
V(t,x) = sup J(t,x,u)
“Q%
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is the corresponding continuous-time expected utility maximization

criterion] of the

discrete-time Markov chain control problem to the continuous-time diffusion process
control problem. All the notation used above is briefly described in the glossary of terms
and symbols below. For more details, see reference [8.27]. It turns out that the above
methods can also very easily be applied to the case where the liabilities

L(t) are related

to life (re-)insurance contracts. This is the topic of our forthcoming paper [8.28] with
Mark H. A. Davis. Returning to the general asset/liability

management problem of a

large (re-)insurance company, i.e., to the case of a market state variable
X(t) = (A(t),L(t),E(t)

,...)

(5.23)

with RCLL sample paths, we shall now continue our stochastic analysis using the
notation and limited risk arbitrage (LRA) techniques of reference [8.27]. For further
details, see [8.25], [8.27] and our forthcoming paper [8.29] with M. H. A. Davis.
5.2 Impulse Control Approach for (Re-)insurance

Companies

Singular Controls. Similar to our LRA asset management approach for banks outlined
above, we now consider the controlled state variable
x(t) =(X(t),V;(t),...)

(5.24)

which would at least have the following additional components:

(on the liability

A:(t)

(instantaneous investment risk)

r;(t)

(future portfolio risk dynamics)

o:(t)

(portfolio time decay dynamics)

A:(t)

(portfolio value appreciation dynamics)

side exposure constraints in the form of jump size restrictions or

solvency capital restrictions are possible). Denoting the controls with u(t) = (v(t),...)
and with G =(O,&,y,g,h,...)c

R” the region in state space (ALM tolerance band)

defined by corresponding inequality constraints V:(t) 2 0, IA:(t)1 16 , .... we want to
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make sure that with optimal stochastic control x(t) E G holds, 0 5 t _<H : Started at an
admissible point x EG the state variable x(t) evolves in time until it comes close to
the boundary 3~3 of the ALM tolerance band. At each boundary point y E 3~3, a set
R(y)

of admissible reflection directions is assumed to be given [e.g., the interior

normals n(y)laG

on the hyperplanes (O,S,y,9,1,-.-)

at all points y ERG where they

exist] and the state evolution is then reflected back into G in one of these admissible
directions. We also allow (relaxed) inter-temporal control of the state variable while it
meets the ALM

constraints, i.e., resides in G, and therefore consider the general

singular (reflected jump diffusion) control model
61,
x(t) = x +

a(s,x(s),u)m,(du)ds+

61 b(s,x(s),u)m,(du)dW(s)
Jh

t F(t) + z(t)

DI 4% x(s-1, u,y)m,-(du)N(d~y)
x+q(t,x,u,y)

F(t)=ir,f,(t)
,=I

+

r, EWY,),

(5.25)

EG, x EG
Y, ~8~3

f,(t)rO.

if,(t) 20

z(t) = 1 rWlzl(sh 4s) EW(s)) b,(W a.e.1 I#t) = l lx(r)Eadl~W
which is based on a Lipschitz continuous solution mapping in the Skorokhod problem
for (G,R)

and under our above assumptions [and the usual compact control space

U G RP ] has a unique strong solution x(t) E c, 0 I t 5 H , for every x E G Note that
any (conventional) progressively measurable control process u(t) E U , 0 < t 5 H , has a
relaxed control representation my’ ‘(du) [by an adapted random measure on the Bore1
sets B(U)] such that
a(t,x(t),u(t))

= La(t,x(t),u)m:“‘(du)

b(t,x(t),u(t))

= Lb(t,x(t),ubp”(du)

q(t,x(t-Lu(t-),y)

= tq(t,x(t-),u,y)m~~‘(du)
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holds. The control-theoretical

value function

associated with

general

impulsive

asset/liability management is then

%IL(s,x(s),u)m,(du)ds+
J(t,x,m,f) = E,,

I”

M(~,x(s))~df(s)

+

r

V(t,x) = i$J(t,x,m,f)

(5.26)

N(~,x(s))~dz(s) v(W))

where v(x(H))

= U”(V(H))

is the utility of final wealth [the utility

U(t,c(t))

of

intertemporal fund consumption would be included in the term L( t, x( t), u(t)) ] and the
continuous reflection part of the bounded and continuous total risk exposure control
costs (L, M,N) satisfies N( t, Y)~ r L 0, r E R(y), on &Ii. The intimum is taken over all
admissible (relaxed/singular)

control systems. and the corresponding

(formal)

HJB

dynamic programming equation is of the form

$(t,x(t))+[VXV(t,x(t))+N(t,x(t))]Tr(t)
V(H,x)
where the parabolic integro-differential

=O, x(t) EX

(5.27)

=-w(x)
operator [Am*Y’d”‘V](t,x)

(in relaxed control

notation) is defined with the controlled jump diffusion parameters, i.e. ,

(L
xl.
qx
(du)
h(t,s,u)pw
1I

=
[Am,“(du)V](t,x)

a(t,x,u)TVYV+!2tr(b(t,x,u)b(t,x,u)TV~V)+
X+Y)

Markov Chain Aooroximation.

-v(~x)l~(~x,u,dy)

With a discrete-time Markov chain approximation
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Ia(s,xh(s),uh(s))ds+

Xh(t) = x+

6b(s,x,(s),u,(s))dW,(s)

+J,(t)+Fh(t)+zh(t)+
I

Fdt)+%(t)+E,h(t)
(5.28)

that is locally consistent with the controlled continuous-time reflected jump diffusion
state dynamics
x(t) =(X(t),V:(t),A~(t),r:(t),B:(t),A:(t),...)
an approximation
to optimal

(5.29)

V, (t, x) of the value function of the above impulse control approach

asset/liability

management

satisfies the discrete-time

HJB dynamic

programming equation

1 I

*i [Y%
Cn:,(ylr,“)V,(t,y)+hM,(t,x)

I
V,,(t,X)=

Cn:,(Y(R)Vh(t,Y)+N(t,X)TAZh(t,X),

x Ex,,

(5.30)

Y%
V,,(H,x) = -v(x).
By solving this equation backwards in time from ti,_,

[ ti, = H] to 0, we can

determine an optimal Markov control policy Uh(t,x) [which we denote by hik(du)

in

relaxed control notation], the corresponding (optimal) intertemporal singular control
impulses A?, (t, x) and the necessary reflection impulses AZ, (t, x) at the boundary Xi,,
(where Gh is a corresponding discretization of the given ALM tolerance band G), i.e.,
an optimal discrete-time impulsive risk exposure control strategy (Uh = iii,, f,,Z,)

and
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the associated state evolution

X,,(t) E G,, , 0 I t 5 H . A weak convergence argument

[with an embedded time scale adjustment to ensure tightness of the singular control and
boundary reflection parts of the approximating discrete-time state dynamics xh (t) ] then
also establishes an optimal solution of the initially
asset/liability

given continuous-time

management problem, i.e., a continuous-time

exposure control strategy

(iii, f,?)

optimal

impulsive

impulsive

and the associated state evolution

risk

x(t) EG,

0 I t I H All the notation used above is briefly described in the glossary of terms and
symbols below. For more details, see references [8.27] and [8.29] (forthcoming).
the above, we have developed a consistent mathematical framework

With

within which

various generalizations of the currency-baseline problem of a (re-)insurance company
can be evaluated and implemented (the simple Monte Carlo simulation presented earlier
would be replaced by lattice approaches, Markov chain approximations, along the above
lines). Apart from establishing a continuous-time solution of the complex asset/liability
management problem of a large, internationally operating (re-)insurance company, the
value of the above control theory framework especially lies in the fact that it explicitly
defines corresponding

stable, discrete-time

numerical

approximations

with

good

convergence properties (see references [8.22] and [8.25]).
5.3 Glossary of Terms and Symbols
The main terms and symbols used above are listed here together with a brief description.
For further details, see reference [8.27].

Securities and Derivatives Market Model
r(t)
M(t)
vt)
K(t)
w(t)
x(t)
I,(t)
A(t)

risk-free interest rate
asset return rate vector
asset volatility matrix
asset covariance matrix
Wiener process
asset price process
matrix with diagonal X(t)
market prices of risk
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D(t)
S(t)
A(t),r(t), e(t),A(t)
c(t)
v(t),O(t)
KP
y”(t), per”(t)
tc,e>
EA(v)
UC(LC),
U”(V)
I’tt,c),I”(V)
R’(w),R”(V)
z(t)

risk-neutral discount factor
Arrow-Debreu price system
derivatives risk parameter
fund withdrawal rate
trading strategy
risk/arbitrage constraint set
portfolio value process
admissibility
utility function
inverse of marginal utility
relative risk aversion
marginal utility of wealth

Securities Market Completion
y(t)
‘J(t)
S(t)
WV

additional state variables
orthonormal volatility matrix
market state vector
volatility matrix kernel

K’(C)
5, tt)

volatility matrix range
market variation parameter

vszI tt1
a;; (t)

completion premium
market prices of risk

Securities Market Variation

4th

0,” tt)

Wtk’)

market variation parameter
support function of KP
risk-free interest rate

r,(t), rm,I tt)
M,(t), Mm,” (t)

asset return rate vector

a,(t),

market prices of risk

a,> tt)

v:p (t)

portfolio value process

Dynamic Programming
x(t), XII(t)

state dynamics

n:tx>Y)

one step transition probability
associated lattice structure
optimization criterion

*,
qt, x, U)> v(x)
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value function
admissible control
feasibility
Impulse Control Approach
w(t),

w,(t)

J(t), J,(t)
q(Lx,Y)T q,(t,xtY)

N(dtdy)
Wdy)
G=(O,6,y,9,h )...)
R(Y)> Y ES
u(t), Uh(t), G,,(f,X)
m,(du), m: (du), fi, (W,
rnk (du)
F(t)> Fh(f), F(t)>

Wiener process
Poisson jump process
associated parameter
Poisson random measure with parameter h
associated probability measure with support r
ALM tolerance band
admissible directions
ordinary control process
relaxed ordinary control
impulse (singular) control

Fh(t)
z(t)> Zh(f)r z(t)>

boundary reflection

‘hct)
AC”

interpolation interval

fc”

jump diffusion parameter

$(YID),

xk(ylr,“),

one step transition probability

~YIR)
x(t), x,(t),

x(t)3

state dynamics

Xh(t)
6. Two Instructive

Examples

In this section we provide two numerical examples (1 period, 2 currencies), solved with
the Monte Carlo method. We consider two examples of standard deviations of net
reserves before the new premium arrives after one period where CHF (Swiss franc) is
the accounting currency.
In both examples we have independent assets and liabilities only in two currencies: in
CHF and in USD.
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In the examples claims reservesare assumedto be identical and to have an amount of
CHF 2000 mio.

Parametersets for the examples
Assets
Currencies

E,=1.15

pA =0.05

GA=0.05

PE=O

GE =0.02

Parameterset for liabilities example A:

Curve A

L, WSD)

L, W-W

PL

01.

?L

217.4

250

0.02

0.5

0.5

419
Curve B

217.4

Curve C

217.4

,“:,I

i--zTz-

Parameter set for liabilities example B:

a.

L, WSW

L, WW

PL

OL

Curve A

434.8

500

0.02

0.5

0.5

Curve B

434.8

500

0.02

0.25

0.25

c

434.8

500

0.02

0.125

0.125

Curve

In example B the liabilities are expected to be twice as risky as in example A whereas
the assets are thought to perform in the same manner in both examples. Curves
corresponding to three similar parameter sets are used in each example. These parameter
sets correspond to different levels of the volatilities of the liability-processes. The curves
were obtained by 100’000 Monte Carlo simulations. It is important to see that the
minimum of the curves, expressed as optimum relative percentage of the assets in USD
is nearly the same for all three curves in each example. This means that the currency
baseline is not directly very sensitive to the volatility-parameters

but indirectly as the

ratio of expected claims to reserves changes. As the ratio of total reserves divided by
expected claims reflects the chosen probability

of ruin, the currency baseline is a

function of the probabilitv of ruin. These two examples lead us to suppose the following
rule of thumb for the currency baseline in a one period model:
Rule of thumb
A first approximation

for the currency-baseline

in a one-period-model

is

obtained by reserving in each currency the expected value of the claims to
be paid during the next period and to shift the whole rest of the reserves
into the accounting currency.
This means, as seen in the above examples, that even if there is identical business in two
currencies, a big shift to the accounting currency will occur for the baseline because by

420
ruin probability

arguments the total reserves have to be much bigger than the

expectation of the total claims: In example A 12.5% of the total reserves should be in
the IJSD-baseline according to our rule of thumb, whereas 50% of the business is made
in this currency.
7. Some Possible Generalisations
In this study we were interested in the currency baseline for the exchange rate risk in the
VaR model. Our argumentation was based on a one-period model. It is an interesting
question whether modelling a (re-) insurance of longtail business with multiperiod
jump diffusion models would confirm or reject our rule of thumb (stochastic control
approach).
It is also interesting to see the deviations of the exact baseline values from the rule of
thumb values for other parameter combinations.
Similar ways are possible to calculate the interest rate risk baseline for the modeling of
the interest rate risks with the VaR model. In this case however, it is necessary to model
longtail business with multiperiod jump diffusion models.
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